
To Members of the Associated Students,

At the University of California Student Association (UCSA) annual Congress this year, I signed
off on a Letter of Representation for UCSA that incorrectly stated Raquel Morales as the
Legislative Liaison (LL) for the ASUCSD Office of External Affairs. During Congress, Raquel
Morales was working as a member of the legislative core staff for the Office of External
Affairs and expressed interest in running for the position of UCSA President, while Brianna
Nelson was serving as the active Legislative Liaison. Within UCSA, the Letter of
Representation is the only form for UCSA that authenticates the official UCSD
representatives to the UCSA Board of Directors. The letter also designates which students
are permitted to run for a position within UCSA leadership, proxy, attend Student Regent
interviews, sit in closed session, and access UCSA listservs.

The signature and Letter of Representation was not meant with malicious intentions to the
Associated Students or to blatantly misrepresent the Association. The actions were due to a
misunderstanding of the ASUCSD bylaws in conjunction with UCSA precedent.

I would like to give my most sincere apology to the Associated Students in regards to my
aforementioned actions. I understand the gravity of the situation and the concerns raised at
UCSA Congress by President Buselt, Vice-President Le, and Vice-President O’Neal.

President Buselt and I have been working collaboratively after the Associated Students fall
retreat on a joint resolution to this situation. During that retreat, President Buselt presented
a resolution calling for my resignation, and I validate his efforts to express concerns and
educate the Council on the series of events. Due to the fact that events occurred over
summer, the Council had not yet had an opportunity to be fully briefed on the issue.

During fall retreat, I believe the Council was able to have a critical and productive
conversation during the retreat on this issue. At this time, I’m very confident in my beliefs
that we will be able to move forward with great stride from the situation. I also have since
made adjustments to the staff of the Office of External Affairs and will assure that an issue
such as this will not be repeated.

I encourage students to come talk to me directly about this issue if they would like to
express concerns. I will be holding office hours from 1-4 PM in the External Office every
Monday, with another office hour TBD. My email is also asvpexternal@ucsd.edu.

Thank you for your understanding.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Garcia
VP of External Affairs
Associated Students 2013-2014


